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FFL Compliance
Manager®

Keeping a manual bound book is an error-prone, time-consuming, tedious
set of processes—and it slows the purchase process down for customers,
too. And should the ATF need information, it can take hours to pull it
together and format it correctly—hours better used to serve customers and
run a business. 

Surprisingly, many automated solutions often fall short when accurate
reports and queries are needed quickly and can also be difficult to install
and maintain. Whether your business is a small, collector-focused operation
or a large, multi-location retail enterprise, you’ll need a logging, reporting,
and recordkeeping system designed to help you meet stringent ATF
requirements on a moment’s notice.

FFL Compliance Manager (FFLCM) application is a robust, cloud-based system
for firearms retailers that seamlessly manages ATF compliance to help boost
higher profits and faster growth. This fast, easy-to-use bound book solution
streamlines nearly every aspect of your firearms business, letting you focus on
running a more compliant, efficient, and profitable operation.

Assistance when and where you need it
Help documentation, video tutorials and guided assistance are only a
click away 
Real-time, in-context walkthrough tutorials guide you through an
intuitive user experience  

Eagle®

A&D workflows and internal controls
are designed to make ATF
compliance a native and intuitive
feature of the application 

Perform self-audits, run ATF compliance
reports on demand and review bound
book activity with dashboards 

Quickly package compliance reports
required to support an ATF inspection 

Simplify the recording and tracking of
special transactions including Loans,
Theft/Loss, Repairs and more

Leverage the e4473 Kiosk mode to allow
your customers to easily complete Part A
and streamline 4473 transfers 

Benefits

Compliance
FFLCM solution transaction workflows and internal controls are
designed to make ATF compliance a native and intuitive feature of the
application

Seamlessly manage ATF compliance while streamlining
your firearms business

Key Features
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Manage special transactions including Loans,
Theft/Loss, Interstate Theft/Loss, Found, Scrap,
Destroyed, Repairs and more
Transaction workflows simplify the recording and
tracking of special transactions in your bound book

Special transactions 

Streamline workflows and guide users through
compliant Acquisition and Disposition entry 
Easily create transactions with intuitive workflows
designed to promote compliance and audit
management
Create multiple bound books with multi-bound book
visibility under single owner
Transaction workflows include FFL validation with
ATF eZCheck, serial number scanning, adding notes
and attachments, and easily reviewing and editing
transactions 

Bound book 

Compliance reporting made easy
Flexible, prebuilt reports and dashboards give you
valuable insight into your bound book activity 
Perform self-audits and run ATF compliance reports
on demand 

FFLCM uses role-based security, multi-factor
authentication (optional), intrusion detection and
vulnerability scanning service audits, database field
level encryption and scheduled daily backups 

Security

Access anywhere, anytime
Access your bound book from any web-enabled
device 
No software to download or updates to install
Provides up to date information allowing you to
focus on running your business 

e4473 and e3310 forms
Leverage the e4473 Kiosk mode to allow your
customers to easily complete Part A and seamlessly
select and complete Part B for disposition entry 
The 4473 forms are attached to the disposition
transaction and are retained for quick reporting and
auditing 
FFLCM will automatically search for multiple sales
within the last five business days and initiate the
e3310 form

Traces
Conduct traces per the ATF regulation and records
current and prior ATF and Law Enforcement traces
Easily perform traces and report on trace history
Trace firearms by manufacturer, serial number,
model, type or caliber

Firearm Lookup 
Easily record firearm information during an
acquisition by manual entry or selecting
manufacturer, model, and caliber/ gauge from a
growing list of firearm records for accurate
transaction entry 

Device Support 
Barcode scanners, signature capture pads and
document scanners integrate seamlessly into the
workflows 
Scan firearms, capture signatures, and scan
documents to further simplify and enhance the
intuitive workflows 



We’re here for the hard-working businesses that keep the world turning. They’re the companies who make, deliver, and
sell the things we all need. They trust Epicor to help them do business better. Their industries are our industries, and we
understand them better than anyone. By working hand-in-hand with our customers, we get to know their business almost
as well as they do. Our innovative solution sets are carefully curated to fit their needs, and built to respond flexibly to their
fast-changing reality. We accelerate every customer’s ambitions, whether to grow and transform, or simply become more
productive and effective. That’s what makes us the essential partners for the world’s most essential businesses.

Contact Us Today: retail@epicor.com www.epicor.com
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Import transactions from a previous bound book into
FFLCM 
Easily export all bound books and reports to Microsoft
Excel
Backups of your bound book information are
automatically logged to the Electronic Compliance
Report

Import/Export 

Avoid bottlenecks at checkout and simplify the 4473
Part A process for your customers with FFLCM kiosk
mode 
Available for use on any device, the completed e4473
forms allow for signature capture, be retained for
reporting and auditing, and link to the associated
transfers

e4473 kiosk mode 

FFLCM is designed to stand alone or integrate
seamlessly with the Eagle® solution. Together, these
applications are designed to reduce redundant data
entries and sync business records. 

Stand alone or integration options


